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REPOKT ON aj&CTRICAL foSlSTIVITY SURVEY 

GHIFF LAKK PgUP&fTY. TASHOTA AflEA

GSU-SCJfflfTIFIC Pltua^oTOrfS UHITEJ

INTBODUCTION

The Gripp Lake property of Geo-Scieatlfic Prospectors Limited 

consists of Bint (9) elata* KKOC10 to KX8018 inclusive located in the 

Kowkash Mining Division, district of Thunder Bay t Province of Ontario.

The claias aro approximately ten oiles north of the town of 

Tashota and the C.N.rt. They are most readily accessible by trail fron Grlpp 

Lake about 13^ miles to the north on nhieh aircraft car. land.

GQJEttAL GEOLOGY

Government geological sups indicate that the property is underlain 

by Couchiching sediments. This save series of rocks is the host for the Teck- 

Uughes copper discoveries about 3f miles to the northeast.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

The property was surveyed using an electrical geophysical ne t hod. 

Sixty-cycle alternating current was introduced into the ground through electrodes 

spaced three miles apart. Potential differences were measured between probes 

spaced 100 feet apart us i ne a vacuum-tube voltmeter.

The apparent average resistivity of the ground in the vicinity of 

the potential probes was calculated and plotted logarithmically.

DISCUSSION OF GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS

Sulphide deposits* shear zones, graphitic zones are better electrical 

conductors than the surrounding rock types and, therefore are indicated as low 

resistivities. Overburden, particularly swampy nroun-l, i.s generally a better
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conductor than bare rock and sonewhat lower resistivities would be expected 

in swanpy areas or areas of deep overburden.

There is very little variation in resistivity over the property! 

and nothing that suggests important concentration of sulphides is indicated.

Respectfully submitted.

MINING GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

,- v, ^ . , -^
J. C. Frantz, N. B. Keevil,
Geologist. Geologist and Geophysicist.

November 16. 1955.
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